
STEEL STRAP 16X0,5MM - 1000KG - 40
UNITS - PALLET

High-quality steel strap 16 x 0.5
mm - 25kg/unit
1 pallet has 40 units, total of
1000kgs
High-quality steel strip 16 x 0,5
mm - 25 kg/piece
1 pallet contains 40 units, a total
of 1000 kg
Tensile strength: 800Mpa or 826kg
Elongation: 3%
Internal diameter: 406mm
Type of winding: on reel/ribbon
Color: black
Low costs of delivery per unit
Quantity Discount
Fast Delivery
Cost-effective bulk purchase for
high-quality steel straps
The convenience of online ordering
or personalized inquiries
Reliable supply for uninterrupted
operations and customer satisfaction
Consistency in product quality for
secure and uniform strapping
Improved logistics and inventory
management for optimized processes
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STEEL STRAP 16MM - 1000KG - 40 UNITS - PALLET

Steel Strap 16mm–1000kg is available for bulk purchase in convenient pallet quantities. Each pallet
contains 40 units of our robust steel straps, offering a total weight capacity of 1000kg.

Our steel straps are the ultimate solution for securely bundling and fastening heavy loads. With a
width of 16 and thickness of 0.5mm, they provide exceptional strength and reliability, ensuring your
shipments are protected throughout the transportation process.

 

STEEL STRAP SPECIFICATIONS

High-quality steel strip 16 x 0,5 mm - 25 kg/piece
1 pallet contains 40 units, a total of 1000 kg
Tensile strength: 800Mpa or 826kg
Elongation: 3%
Internal diameter: 406mm
Type of winding: on reel/ribbon
Color: black

 

KEY FEATURES OF STEEL STRAP:

Unmatched Strength and Durability: Crafted from top-quality steel, our straps possess1.
superior strength and durability. They are designed to withstand high tension and impact,
delivering unmatched support and protection to your valuable goods.

Secure and Reliable Hold: The exceptional tensile strength of our steel straps guarantees a2.
secure and reliable hold on your products, even under demanding conditions. This minimizes
the risk of load shifting, damage, or breakage, allowing for worry-free transportation.

Versatile Application: Our steel straps are suitable for a wide range of applications, including3.
securing heavy machinery, metal products, wooden crates, construction materials, and more.
They offer unparalleled versatility and adaptability to various industries and cargo types.



Resistant to Environmental Factors: Steel straps are highly resistant to extreme weather4.
conditions, temperature fluctuations, and UV exposure. This resilience ensures that your goods
remain securely fastened and protected, regardless of the environmental challenges they may
face during transit or storage.

Cost-Effective Solution: While steel straps may initially require a higher investment compared5.
to other strap materials, their superior strength and reusability make them a cost-effective
choice in the long run. By reducing the risk of damage and ensuring secure shipments, our steel
straps help avoid costly replacements or repairs.

Choosing steel straps over other strap options provides a reliable and robust solution for your
bundling and securing needs. With their exceptional strength, durability, and versatility, our steel
straps (16x0.5mm) are the ideal choice for ensuring the safe transportation of your valuable goods.
Place your bulk order today and experience the unbeatable advantages of our high-quality steel
straps.

 

STEEL STRAP - 5 ADVANTAGES WHY BUY A BIGGER QUANTITY

When considering the purchase of steel straps in bulk, there are several advantages that make it a
favorable choice. Here are five reasons why buying steel straps in bulk is advantageous:

Cost Savings: Purchasing steel straps in bulk typically offers cost savings compared to buying1.
smaller quantities. Bulk buying allows you to take advantage of economies of scale and also
lower shipping costs per unit. This can result in significant cost savings for your business.

Convenience and Efficiency: Buying steel straps in bulk ensures that you have an ample2.
supply readily available whenever you need them. This eliminates the need for frequent
reordering, reduces administrative tasks, and streamlines your procurement process. It also
ensures uninterrupted operations, especially during periods of high demand.

Improved Logistics and Inventory Management: With bulk buying, you can plan and3.
optimize your logistics and inventory management effectively. You can consolidate shipments,
reducing transportation costs and optimizing storage space. Having a sufficient stock of steel
straps on hand minimizes the risk of stockouts, ensuring smooth operations and customer
satisfaction.

Consistency in Product Quality: When buying steel straps in bulk from a trusted supplier,4.
you can ensure consistency in product quality. This helps maintain uniformity in your packaging
and strapping processes, reducing the risk of using inferior or inconsistent materials.
Consistency in quality also contributes to the overall reliability and safety of your bundled or
secured goods.

Flexibility and preparedness: By purchasing steel straps in bulk, you have the flexibility to5.
handle unexpected increases in demand or accommodate larger projects. Whether it's a surge
in production, new contracts, or seasonal variations, having a bulk supply of steel straps
ensures you are well-prepared to meet any requirements that may arise.

By taking advantage of cost savings, ensuring convenience and efficiency, improving logistics and



inventory management, maintaining consistency in quality, and enhancing flexibility, buying steel
straps in bulk offers numerous benefits for businesses in need of reliable and durable strapping
solutions.

 

WHERE STEEL STRAP IS USED?

Steel straps find extensive application in various industries and sectors due to their exceptional
strength and durability. Here are some common areas where steel straps are applied for strapping:

Heavy Machinery: Steel straps are commonly used for securing heavy machinery, such as1.
engines, generators, industrial equipment, and construction machinery, during transportation or
storage. The robustness of steel straps ensures that the machinery remains stable and
protected throughout the handling process.
Metal Products: Steel straps are ideal for bundling and securing metal products, such as steel2.
coils, pipes, bars, and sheets. Their high tensile strength prevents deformation, shifting, or
damage to metal goods during transportation or storage.
Wooden Crates and Pallets: Steel straps provide excellent support and stability when3.
strapping wooden crates and pallets. They help maintain the structural integrity of the
packaging, preventing any movement or damage to the contents during handling and transit.
Construction Materials: Steel straps are commonly used in the construction industry for4.
securing materials like bricks, concrete blocks, timber, and metal frameworks. Their strength
ensures that the materials remain intact and safe, even in demanding construction
environments.
Shipping and Logistics: Steel straps are widely used in the shipping and logistics industry for5.
securing cargo on trucks, trailers, and shipping containers. They offer a reliable and robust
solution for preventing load shifting and damage during long-haul transportation.
Warehouse and Storage: Steel straps are employed in warehouses and storage facilities to6.
bundle and secure large and heavy items, ensuring they are safely stored and protected from
potential damage or accidents.
Export and Import: Steel straps are preferred for export and import purposes, as they meet7.
international shipping standards and provide enhanced security for goods during long-distance
transportation.

Overall, steel straps are applied in industries where exceptional strength, durability, and reliable load-
securing capabilities are required. Their versatility makes them suitable for a wide range of
applications, offering a dependable solution for safely strapping various types of goods and
equipment.

 

STEEL STRAP COMPARISON

Comparison table highlighting the advantages of Steel Strap compared to Plastic Strap, Cord Strap,
and Textile Strap:

Advantages of Steel
Strap

Plastic Strap
(PET/PP) Cord Strap Textile Strap

Superior strength and
durability, suitable for
heavy-duty
applications.

May not have the
same level of strength
and durability as steel
straps.

May not have the
same level of strength
and durability as steel
straps.

May not have the
same level of strength
and durability as steel
straps.



Advantages of Steel
Strap

Plastic Strap
(PET/PP) Cord Strap Textile Strap

High resistance to
tension and impact
forces.

May have lower
resistance to tension
and impact forces.

May have lower
resistance to tension
and impact forces.

May have lower
resistance to tension
and impact forces.

Excellent performance
in extreme
environmental
conditions (weather,
UV exposure).

Resistant to weather,
but may not be as
resilient to UV
exposure.

Resistant to weather,
but may not be as
resilient to UV
exposure.

Resistant to weather,
but may not be as
resilient to UV
exposure.

Reusable and cost-
effective in the long
run.

May not be as
reusable or cost-
effective as steel
straps.

May not be as
reusable or cost-
effective as steel
straps.

May not be as
reusable or cost-
effective as steel
straps.

Provides a secure and
reliable hold for heavy
loads.

Suitable for medium-
duty applications with
lighter loads.

Suitable for light to
medium-duty
applications where
tensioning flexibility is
required.

Suitable for light to
medium-duty
applications where
tensioning flexibility is
required.

 

BUY STEEL STRAP OR GET AN OFFER FOR STEEL STRAP

Buying in bulk online provides a convenient and streamlined experience, allowing you to browse our
selection, place your order, and have the steel straps delivered directly to your doorstep. Whether
you choose to purchase steel straps in bulk through our online platform or send us an inquiry, we
assure you of the same high-quality products and exceptional service.


